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)WikipediaThe Wikipedia open-content encyclopedia is the largest known wiki It has over 600,000 articles in 83 languages
contributed by site visitors and growing fast.. The content quality varies, but much is of surprisingly high quality Visit
WikipediaWiki ResourcesSoftware to implement a wiki is freely available in almost any language you can name.. Wiki - what is
it?A wiki is a web based group collaboration system Extremely low barrier to participationAnyone with a web browser and
internet access can participateOptional and very simple text based document markup toolsAutomatic Hyperlink creationSelf-
organizing links between pagesOpen editing — anyone can edit anythingPage editing history automatically maintainedWard
Cunningham, describes his design goal when creating the first wiki:"The simplest online database that could possibly work..
There are over 80 million words in the English Wikipedia compared to 55 million words inthe Encyclopedia Britannica.. This
original wiki is still online has grown to over 25,000 pages More here: Wiki HistoryWhat can I do with a Wiki?Wikis are in use
by companies like:British TelecomDisneyMotorolamany other small to large organizationsFor things like:FAQ and knowledge
baseTo design and document software projectsTo track issues, bugs, and featuresDocument managementGroup
collaborationSoftware archiveInternal company intranet (phone directory, job listings, etc.. "More here: What is a WikiWiki
HistoryWiki was invented by Ward Cunninghamin 1995.

Most wiki software is open source One directory of wiki software lists 118 publicly available wiki packages in implemented
inlanguages ranging from AWK to Visual Basic.. Wiki Engines DirectoryThere are also Wiki hosting services, both free and
pay:Wiki Farm DirectoryThe major wiki software:MediaWiki - Used for Wikipedia (PHP/Mysql)Twiki - Very feature rich
(Perl/RCS)MoinMoin - Multi-platform (Python)PHPwiki - (PHP/Mysql).
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